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 A distinct community that brings together diversity
 and exclusivity. Laguna Bay is designed with the
 idea of providing homeowners with a community
 that has something for everyone, from sun-soaked,
 family enjoyment during the day, to easygoing, yet
  exciting vibes during the night.
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Only 60 minutes away

 Today, it only takes 60 minute to get to
 Laguna Bay, thanks to the new Galala
 Road. Strategically located right at the

 end of that road, Laguna Bay brings you
 even closer to your year round getaway.
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Designed Around You

 Laguna Bay is carefully designed in order to o�er
 you a di�erent, yet inspiring experience wherever
 you go. All facilities are within walking distances

 from each other and everywhere you look, there’s
 something for your eyes and your senses to savor.

 A 1.5 kilometer long beach lies just
 850 meters away from the farthest
 point in Laguna Bay. The project’s
 elevation is up to 35 meters above
 sea level which maximizes each
 unit’s sea view. Everything you see
 is laid out harmoniously to sustain
 the peaceful energy of the place.
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1- Marina
2- Hotels
3- Restaurants
4- Sports Complex
5- Commercial Strip

6- Themed Pools
 7- Clubhouse
8- Kids Area
9- Amphitheater
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A Blend Of Art 
and Nature

 Inspired by Spanish, Mediterranean architecture, Laguna
 Bay sets you in the right mood for the perfect beachside
 getaway. The architecture is thoroughly designed to give
 you such a di�erent, rejuvenating experience than that

 of the hectic city life, leaving you refreshed and charged
 with positive vibes.
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Remarkable Weather
 Laguna Bay is the ultimate destination for anyone

 seeking unparalleled weather all year round due to its
 distinctive location. The project is situated in an area

 with no surrounding mountains, making it breezy during
  the Summer and warm during the Winter.

 
 

 

 

 With its sunny summers, fresh
 breezes of air and warm winters,
 vacationers will have access to one
of the best climates in the region.
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Life at Laguna Bay
A fusion of experiences 

Life at Laguna Bay
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Facilities
 Our facilities are created with the sole purpose of
 o�ering you a seamless experience at your beach

 home destination. Laguna Bay has created the
 perfect environment, one that caters to everything

 you and your family need.

 From themed pools, fully equipped
 gyms, spa facilities and diverse
 dining options to sports courts,
 commercial facilities, hotels and a
 clubhouse, all a simple walk away
from wherever you are.
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Services 

 We understand the importance of remaining on top of our
 residents needs for them to enjoy a carefree vacation,
 which is why Laguna Bay o�ers an array of around the

 clock services, from a 24/7 medical clinic, to housekeeping
 and maintenance services as well as a dedicated high

   standard facility management department.
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Community
 We strive to o�er you an environment where
 you are able to spend quality time with your
 family, your neighbors become your friends
 and you build a community that feels more

 like a home away from home. At Laguna Bay,
 we’ve tailored the community to give you just

that, topped with utter peace of mind.
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A Kid’s Best Day

 Other than enjoying the day at the
 beach, Laguna Bay features a number
 of activities specially tailored for the

 little ones. And for some 'me' time, vast
 and also supervised play areas are
 there to entertain your youngsters

 while you enjoy your day.
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A Diversified Architectural Landscape

 Distinctive floor plans tailored to each specific need is
 what makes Laguna Bay the diversified getaway it is today.
 With a variety of unit types, each created with the sole
  purpose of appealing to every possible need and lifestyle.
 Open Mediterranean floor plans o�er easy circulation
 between spacious rooms that open onto lush gardens,
patios and pools
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 Distinctive floor plans tailored to each specific need is
 what makes Laguna Bay the diversified getaway it is today.
 With a variety of unit types, each created with the sole
  purpose of appealing to every possible need and lifestyle.
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 between spacious rooms that open onto lush gardens,
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JUNIOR CHALET 100m2
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JUNIOR CHALET
Laguna bay | Junior Chalet  100 m2

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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SMALL CHALET (B)

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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SMALL CHALET (C)
Laguna bay | Small Chalet 120 m2
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Premium Chalet 140m2 

PREMIUM  CHALET 
Laguna bay | Premium Chalet 140 m2

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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PREMIUM  CHALET 
Laguna bay | Premium Chalet 140 m2

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  



 
 

 

 

LARGE CHALET 160m2 

LARGE CHALET  

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  

Laguna bay | Large Chalet 160 m2
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LARGE CHALET  
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TOWN HOUSE
MAISONETTE 200m2

Laguna bay | MAISONETTE 200 m2

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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Laguna bay | TOWN HOUSE

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  



 
 

 

 

  Laguna bay | PENTHOUSE 200 m2

PENT HOUSE
PENTHOUSE 200m2

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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TWIN HOUSE
TWIN HOUSE 250m2 

Laguna bay | Twin House 250 m2

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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TWIN HOUSE 250 

Laguna bay | TWIN HOUSE
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not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
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STAND ALONE VILLA 320m2  

Laguna bay | STAND ALONE VILLA 320 m2

STAND ALONE  VILLA 

1. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. 2. All materials, dimensions, and  
drawings are approximate only. 3. Information is subject to change without notice, at developer’s absolute discretion. 4. Actual area may vary from the stated area. 5. Drawings  
not to scale. 6. All images used are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual size, features, specifications, fittings, and furnishings.  7. The developer reserves 
the right to make revisions/ alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability whatsoever. *Please note that landscaping and swimming pool are not provided by the 
developer.  
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From House To Home

 All units are delivered fully finished with
 installed kitchens designed and

 produced by Amr Helmy. A true turn-key
  experience and hassle-free move ins.
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Pharmacy
Supermarket
Medical Clinic
High Standard
Facility Management

Services
Outdoor Retail Strip
Running and Bike Trails
Recreation Walking Promenade
Theatre Park
Beach Club
Floating Deck
Central Piazzas
Water Features
Prayer Areas

Other Features

Gym
Spa
Clubhouse
Swimming – Leisure Pools
Swimming – Themed Pools
Indoor Pools
Hotels
Marina
Squash Courts
Football Court
Tennis Courts
Restaurants And Cafes

FacilitiesAmenities
ATM Centre
Laundry
House Keeping
In-house Catering
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